YOUR BEST
DECISIONS
BASED ON HARD-WON EXPERIENCE AND HARD LEGAL DATA

Critical decisions occur throughout the life of your case. Whether you’re determining initial case value or sharpening your strategy, it pays to turn to the most powerful combination of analytical tools and deep legal content.

LexisNexis® Verdict & Settlement Analyzer enables you to quickly view case resolution trends and uncover insights that help minimize risks and maximize opportunities.

- See the range of possible outcomes with easy-to-interpret charts and dynamic, interactive graphs.
- Adjust variables to reveal important trends, and find the information most relevant to your case with greater speed.
- Take advantage of data-driven analyses pulled from a collection of more than 1.1 million verdict and settlement documents.

Let’s talk!
LEXISNEXIS.COM/VSA
800.628.3612
Quickly analyze similar verdicts and settlements with analytical tools that graphically depict big data and dynamically adjust based on your input. Count on verdict awards and out-of-court settlement figures in a data collection that draws on trusted, exclusive, carefully curated resources.

Conduct well-informed case valuation

Thorough, efficient analytics and clear data visualization help you make informed risk/opportunity assessments. In addition to verdicts and settlements, content includes a range of legal research sources, vetted news and more than 65 billion public records. Authoritative sources help you prepare to communicate sound strategy to stakeholders, team members and clients.

Assess risk and guide expectations

Count on our vast collection of verdict and settlement documents—62% greater than our nearest competitor’s offering.* Plus, base your analysis on exclusive content available only from LexisNexis, including the ALM® Jury Verdicts collection, Shepard’s® Citations Service, millions of expert witness records in LexisNexis® Expert Research On-Demand, and Mealey’s® litigation news reports going back to 1984.

Have a clear advantage when you negotiate settlements

Conduct well-informed case valuation

of surveyed users agreed that LexisNexis Verdict & Settlement Analyzer addresses the need to understand the range of possible outcomes based on past verdicts and settlements.

85%

— TechValidate survey of 10 users of LexisNexis Verdict & Settlement Analyzer

Assess risk and guide expectations

of surveyed users agreed that LexisNexis Verdict & Settlement Analyzer provides the widest range of comprehensive jury verdicts and settlements.

54%

— TechValidate survey of 76 users of LexisNexis Verdict & Settlement Analyzer

Advanced Search and Filtering

One search of LexisNexis Verdict & Settlement Analyzer collects, organizes and analyzes similar case outcomes. Post-search filters help you pinpoint relevant patterns by narrowing results based on Award Range and Resolution—Settlement or Plaintiff or Defendant Verdict. Plus, you can sort by Highest Award First to see what you need quickly. Highlighted search terms help you quickly view relevant case excerpts.

Peer sourced exchange

In addition, only LexisNexis hosts a separate free, open, peer-sourced jury verdict and exchange site that complements the LexisNexis Verdict & Settlement Analyzer tool: Litigators’ Verdict & Settlement Exchange.

This is part of our continuing effort to help you contribute to the body of litigation best practices, promote noteworthy cases and get published; all in a no-cost, give-to-get model.

*Comparison data based on findings from the 2012 – 2016 American Bar Association Legal Technology Survey Reports.

Customer quotes and Tech Facts are from third-party TechValidate® surveys conducted in September 2017. TechValidate is a trusted third-party research organization that directly interfaces with business and technology end users to collect and validate information about their deployments. More information is available at techvalidate.com. Every unit of TechValidate content is stamped with a unique nine-digit identifier called a TVID for easy identification and verification.